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Wake up right now
I want you to open your eyes
So you could see all the guys you have terrorized
The way you walk and the way you shut us down we're
done
No one deserve this, welcome to heart breaker 101

When we started out
Everything was cool
Or at least I thought,
It seems I'm just a fool
If you wanted a song written about you
Girl all you had to do was ask
The way you walk and the way you shut us down we're
done
No one deserve this, welcome to heart breaker 101

Thanks for the wake up call now I can
See the truth that you've been biting through
Just so you could leave me hanging out to dry
So you could be the death of me
I've cut all ties we're through to save myself from you

There's no I in Love,
But there's a "U" in Lust,
And after what I've heard
It's you I couldn't trust.
I should have heeded the words that were spoken
And said we should just be friends
The way you walk and the way you shut us down we're
done
No one deserve this, welcome to heart breaker 101

Thanks for the wake up call now I can
See the truth that you've been biting through
Just so you could leave me hanging out to dry
So you could be the death of me
I've cut all ties we're through to save myself from you

Run while you can while you still have the slack
The front may be pretty but the heart is still black
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Now I see your true intentions
Just one thing you forgot to mention

Thanks for the wake up call now I can
See the truth that you've been biting through
Just so you could leave me hanging out to dry
So you could be the death of me
I've cut all ties we're through to save myself from you
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